22.1. Introduction {#s0010}
==================

Herbal medicine is the oldest and most widely used form of medical treatment in the world, and enjoys increasing popularity due to its health-promoting properties [@bib1]. Medicinal and herbal plant properties are related to individual ingredients usually found in the parts-per-million (ppm) and/or parts-per-billion (ppb) range [@bib1]. During the recent decade, the pharmaceutical industry has initiated sophisticated plant screening programs, applying biochemical high-throughput techniques to find new drugs with distinct properties (e.g., anticancer, antibacterial, and/or antiviral properties) [@bib2].

Traditionally, separation techniques including thin-layer chromatography (TLC), liquid chromatography (LC), gas chromatography (GC), and capillary electrophoresis (CE) hyphenated to mass spectrometry (MS) were employed for the identification, quantification, and structural elucidation of selected compounds being present or deriving from different plant matrices [@bib1], [@bib2]. These analytical techniques have been found useful in phytochemical and physiological studies, enabling recording a fingerprint and/or identifying single active compounds [@bib3].

Spectroscopic analytical techniques using the *near-infrared (NIR)* wavelength region of the electromagnetic spectrum have been used in the food industry to monitor and evaluate on one side the composition and on the other side the quality of foods [@bib4]. Even though the NIR region was the first known nonvisible part of the electromagnetic spectrum and was discovered in 1800 by Herschel, it was not until the 1950s that the first applications of NIR spectroscopy for analytical chemistry were developed. Since the 1960s, there has been a steady increase in the use of NIR spectroscopy, with the most dramatic growth in the last 25 years.

NIR spectroscopy is characterized by low molar absorptivity and scattering. In the beginning, the NIR region was regarded as having little potential for analytical work. In recent times, it has become one of the most promising techniques for molecular spectroscopy. Affordable and powerful computers have further supported the implementation of applications in several fields, including medical, textile, polymer, and pharmaceutical applications [@bib5].

*Vibrational spectroscopic imaging* has become an essential tool for tissue analyses in life science, and can support NIR spectroscopic studies in a synergistic manner, because it allows depiction of the spatial distribution of potent ingredients. It is a modern analytical technique enabling the detection and characterization of molecular components of plant tissue samples down to a resolution of approximately 1.2 μm, applying NIR and mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy [@bib6]. It is based on the absorption of Infrared (IR) radiation by vibrational transitions in covalent bonds, and enables global analysis of samples, with resolution close to the cellular level. An advantage of vibrational spectroscopic imaging is that it can acquire local molecular expression profiles while maintaining the topographic integrity of the tissue by avoiding time-consuming extraction, purification, and/or separation steps, respectively. With this nondestructive analytical method, it is possible to obtain, on one hand, qualitative and quantitative information on heterogeneous samples, and on the other hand, unique chemimorphological information about the tissue status on the other hand. This characteristic of vibrational spectroscopic imaging represents an extremely important benefit for further interpretation of the present current tissue status.

This contribution highlights the fundamental principles of NIR and imaging spectroscopy, its applicability, regulatory issues, advantages, synergistic combination, and limitations in herbal medicine research.

22.2. Technical Principles {#s0015}
==========================

22.2.1. NIR Spectroscopy {#s0020}
------------------------

IR radiation is the region of the electromagnetic spectrum between the visible (VIS) and the microwave wavelength [@bib7]. In NIR spectroscopy, excitation of molecules is accomplished in a wavelength range between 750 and 2500 nm ([Figure 22.1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ), corresponding to a wavenumber range between 4.000 and 13.000/cm [@bib8]. C--H, C--O, C000000000000 000000000000 000000000000 111111111111 000000000000 111111111111 000000000000 000000000000 000000000000O, N--H, and O--H functional groups are excited to perform stretching-, deformation- and scissor-vibrations. In comparison to the MIR region, where only fundamental vibrations ("signatures") can be observed, overtones and combinations can be found in the NIR region containing a manifold of information compared to MIR [@bib9]. The result is often a crowded spectrum with overlapping peaks. Although NIR-intensities are 10 to1000 times lower than for MIR, highly sensitive spectrometers can be built through several means including the use of efficient detectors. The light recorded by the detector contains compositional information, which can be unraveled by a computer to report multiple analyses almost instantaneously. NIR spectroscopy can provide simultaneous, rapid, and nondestructive qualitative and quantitative analysis of major components in many organic substances [@bib10].Figure 22.1Electromagnetic spectrum. IR, infrared; NIR, near-infrared.

22.2.2. Model of the Harmonic and An-Harmonic Oscillator {#s0025}
--------------------------------------------------------

The physical principle describing the observed effects in both the MIR and NIR regions is the model of the harmonic and an-harmonic oscillator. According to the inset in [Figure 22.2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} , the reduced mass *μ* performs vibrations with the frequency ν~osc~. In MIR, this vibration follows the equation for the harmonic oscillator, whereas in NIR, the equation for the an-harmonic oscillator is valid, describing the excitation into higher energy states. Chemometrics, a mathematical, statistical, multivariate analytical (MVA) tool, is applied for further treatment of recorded spectra.Figure 22.2Model of the harmonic and an-harmonic oscillator.

22.2.3. Instrumentation and Sample Preparation {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------

An NIR spectrophotometer consists of a light source (e.g., tungsten halogen lamp), sample presentation accessories, monochromator, detector, and optical components including lenses, collimators, beam splitters, integrating spheres, and optical fibers ([Figure 22.3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bib11].Figure 22.3Measurement set-up in near-infrared spectroscopy.

One of the most frequently cited benefits of analysis by NIR spectroscopy is that little or no sample preparation prior to analysis is required. In principle, transparent materials such as liquid extracts can be analyzed by transmission or transflection, solid materials like tissue by diffusive reflection and/or interactance mode ([Figure 22.4](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bib11]. Spectrophotometers are conveniently classified into dispersive and nondispersive instruments. For example, in a dispersive filter instrument, the monochromator is a wheel holding a number of absorption or interference filters, with the disadvantage of limited resolution [@bib11]. In a scanning monochromator instrument, a grating or a prism is used to separate the individual frequencies of the radiation. In Fourier transform (FT) spectrophotometers, interferometers are used to generate modulated light, and time domain signal of the light reflected or transmitted by the sample can be converted into a spectrum via a fast transformation [@bib12]. In most cases, a Michelson or polarization interferometer is used.Figure 22.4Measurement modes.

Photodiode array (PDA) spectrophotometers consisting of a fixed grating that focuses the dispersed radiation onto an array of silicon (Si, 350--1100 nm) or indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs, 1100--2500 nm) offer the advantage of high acquisition speed (between 50 ms and a few milliseconds). As alternatives, laser-based systems that do not require a monochromator or acousto-optic tuneable filter instruments using a diffraction-based optical band-pass filter can be used [@bib13].

22.3. IR Imaging Spectroscopy {#s0035}
=============================

The first IR microscopes were built during the 1940s and 1950s, but these microscopes were slow. It was in the 1990s that the subsequent development of microprocessor-controlled motorized stages made raster scan mapping convenient. Enhanced spatial resolution, which is enabled by the substitution of synchrotron radiation for a thermal source, was a significant instrumental advance. The introduction of focal plane array (FPA) systems, initially uncooled InGaAs, for near-IR by Mascott and Lewis [@bib14] occurred in 1994, while the subsequent development for mid-IR, using a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) array by Lewis and Levine [@bib15] resulted in a very rapid image generation. These developments allowed simultaneous measurements and significantly increased data acquisition rates.

22.3.1. Imaging Microscopy {#s0040}
--------------------------

Fourier transform IR (FTIR) spectroscopic microscopy can be considered as the coupling of a microscope to an IR spectrometer. From the physical point of view, diffraction, refraction, reflection, and absorption effects are playing a considerable role. In principle, an FTIR microscope is similar to its optical analog, and consists of four main parts: (1) light source (single polychromatic thermal source), (2) splitter ((FT), tunable filter and diffraction grating), (3) detector (photon detectors, lead sulfide (PbS) detectors, indium antimonide (InSb) detectors, uncooled InGaAs and HgCdTeor MCT detectors), and (4) optics (fitted to a microscope) [@bib16] ([Figure 22.5](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} ). Advantages of FTIR spectroscopic microscopes are microspatial chemical mapping or imaging of complex heterogeneous samples with a resolution down to approximately 1.2 μm, high sensitivity, high selectivity, rapid data acquisition, simple sample preparation, fully automated examination, and computer-enhanced visualization.Figure 22.5Schematic view of a mid-infrared reflective microscope, which can operate in either reflectance or transmission mode. MCT, mercury cadmium telluride.

22.3.2. Measurement Techniques {#s0045}
------------------------------

During the last couple of years, hyperspectral imaging systems have become popular [@bib16]. A multispectral (a few wavelengths) or hyperspectral (a continuous range of wavelengths) cube is recorded, consisting of spectra recorded at every 2-D spatial position ([Figure 22.6](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} ). The cube is recorded by stepwise moving of the object of interest under the camera by means of an actuator, while at each step a line is scanned. In latest developments, FPA detectors are employed (MCT). In combination with attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy, the maximal resolution of 1.2 μm can be reached [@bib10], [@bib16].Figure 22.6Hyperspectral cube. IR, infrared.

In quantitative analysis, the amount of absorbed radiation is dependent upon the Lambert--Beer law of the concentration *c* of the sample, the thickness *d* of the sample, and its molar extinction coefficient *ε*.$$E = \log\frac{I_{0}}{I} = \varepsilon \ast d \ast c$$ *I* intensity of the transmitted light *I* ~0~ intensity of the incident light *c* concentration of the absorbing substance (unit: mol/dm^3^ or mol/L) *ε* decimal extinction coefficient (unit: mol^−1^·dm^2^) *d* thickness of the irradiated body (unit: cm)

22.3.3. Data Recording {#s0050}
----------------------

There are two possible experimental measurement set-ups in FTIR microscopy: FTIR mapping and FTIR imaging. In FTIR mapping, the IR spectra of the sample are collected sequentially at predefined spatial coordinates. This sampling technique offers a convenient, fast, and inexpensive route for analysis of static samples. It allows information about the spatial distribution of the chemical species within the sample to be obtained. The operator can choose between three different types of FTIR mapping techniques:1.*Point mapping* provides several different areas of a sample to be analyzed consecutively2.*Line mapping* defines a series of spectra obtained along one dimension, where chemical changes that occur along this dimension are investigated3.*Area mapping* defines a series of spectra to be collected in two dimensions

In FTIR imaging, the whole area of interest is sampled simultaneously and allows a large number of spectra to be acquired with fine spatial detail over an area [@bib17]. However, obtained imaging data are challenging, and a key issue is how to extract relevant information from the huge amount of data. In FTIR microscopy, one can choose between two different sampling techniques: transmission (IR beam passes through the sample) and reflection (IR beam reflects from the sample surface). In transmission measurements, the IR beam passes through the sample and the transmitted light is recorded by a detector, which is placed behind the sample following the law of Lambert--Beer. Transmission analysis requires the sample to be partly transparent. Samples can be placed on substrates transparent to the wavelength range of the probing radiation (e.g., MIR) such as calcium fluoride (CaF~2~), barium fluoride (BaF~2~) or zinc selenide (ZnSe) [@bib18].

In reflection measurements, the IR beam reflects from the sample surface and the reflected light is recorded by a detector. This sampling technique allows rapid examination of the distribution of organic compounds on a complex surface of solid samples. There are two reflection measurement sampling techniques in FTIR microscopy:1.Diffuse Reflection (DR) and2.ATR

In diffuse refection measurements, the incoming radiation interacts with the sample and is scattered by interaction with the particles. A fraction of this light is reflected by the sample and recorded by the detector. In the NIR range, DR is widely used for the image analysis of thick nontransparent samples in various noninvasive applications (e.g., food industry and pharmaceuticals) [@bib19].

In ATR measurements, the IR radiation enters a prism made of a high refractive index IR transmitting material, and is totally internally reflected. This reflectance creates an evanescent wave. The wave extends beyond the surface of the crystal into the sample held in intimate contact with the crystal and in regions of the IR spectrum where the sample absorbs energy. With this sampling technique, the IR beam typically penetrates from 0.5 to 2.0 μm into the sample. Main advantages of ATR imaging measurements are minimal or no sample preparation. Additionally, samples with high water contents can be analysed more efficiently than in conventional transmission mode. For detailed information about detector theory, technology, and current developments, the interested reader is referred to the cited literature.

Data processing techniques for imaging data will be discussed in the next chapter.

22.4. Chemometrics Including Data Preprocessing {#s0055}
===============================================

22.4.1. Chemometrics in NIR Spectroscopy {#s0060}
----------------------------------------

The NIR spectrum is represented by a huge number of partially overlapping overtones and combination vibrations, therefore appears to be much more complicated than the MIR spectrum. Additionally, scattering effects, instrumental noise, and/or sample inhomogeneities can occur. Therefore, it is in many cases impossible to correctly assign the corresponding vibration bands. For this reason, multivariate statistical analysis (MVA) is a powerful mathematical tool enabling the extraction of the required information from the spectrum [@bib20].

The most frequently applied chemometrical procedures include principal component analysis (PCA) for reducing the number of variables facilitating both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Data pretreatment minimizes inhomogeneities originating from the recording of the spectra, and enables elimination of baseline shifts. Normalization algorithms can eliminate differences in intensity caused by different sample positioning. Diffusion and/or unexpected particle size effects can be compensated by multiplicative scatter correction (MSC). Performing the first or second derivative of the original spectrum can reduce spectral noise. Calibration development can mathematically describe the covariation between certain variables or find a mathematical function (regression model) by which the values of the dependent variables are calculated from values of the measured variables [@bib21]. The calibration procedure of the NIR spectrometer can be summarized in five steps: (1) choice of a representative sample set; (2) recording of the NIR spectra; (3) measurement of the reference values; (4) multivariate modelling to generate a relationship between the recorded spectra and the reference values; and (5) validation of the system. The most frequently used regression methods comprise principal component regression (PCR) and partial least squares regression (PLSR), discriminant analysis (DA) and artificial neural networks (ANN) [@bib6].

The choice of the highest suitable regression model is based on the calculation of the following values:1.BIAS, i.e., the average deviation between the predicted values (*y* ~*n*~) and the actual values (*x* ~*n*~), in the calibration set, should be close to zero. $$\text{BIAS} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\left( x_{n} - y_{n} \right)$$ 2.PRESS (predicted residual error sum square) is the sum of the square of the deviation between predicted and reference values. The PRESS value of the validation set should be as small as possible and similar to that of the calibration set. $$\text{PRESS} = \sum\left( x_{n} - y_{n} \right)^{2}$$ 3.Standard error of estimation (SEE), i.e., the standard deviation of the differences between reference values and NIRS results in the calibration set. $$\text{SEE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N}\sum\left( x_{n} - y_{n} - \text{BIAS} \right)^{2}}$$ 4.Standard error of prediction (SEP), i.e., the counterpart for the test set samples. SEE and SEP should be as small as possible. $$\text{SEP} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N}\sum\left( x_{n} - y_{n} - \text{BIAS} \right)^{2}}$$ 5.The correlation coefficient (R^2^) should approach 1.

The analysis of IR imaging data sets includes denoising, baseline correction, normalization, suppression of anomalous pixels, image compression, and univariate and multivariate analysis [@bib16]. Available software programs improve the quality of information extracted from the large data sets, reduce the dimensionality to more practical levels, allow different imaging data sets to be aligned and compared, and address data management, including determination of statistical significance and relative abundance between particular chemical species. It has been reported that data analysis of IR imaging results consists of several steps:•Demonstration of a constituent by taking a slice of the image on a particular relevant wavenumber, which gives selective information for the particular compound. Resulting distribution images can be easily interpreted with minimal computation effort and allow the observation of certain spatial features in the image. This simple method (known as univariate analysis) can only provide partial representation of the obtained imaging data and likely makes comparisons of several data sets impossible [@bib18].•Reduction of the complexity of IR imaging datasets with PCA, which transforms the original coordinate system defined by peak intensities to a coordinate system that better explains the variance in the dataset.•Unsupervised classification such as hierarchical clustering, k-means (KM) clustering, and fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering use all of the information contained in the hyperspectral image, where unlabeled IR spectral data can be separated into different clusters based on their characteristics in an unsupervised way.

22.4.2. Chemometrics in Imaging Spectroscopy {#s0065}
--------------------------------------------

To analyze the spectral and spatial information contained in an image, various techniques also known as multivariate image analysis (MIA) have been introduced. In contrast to univariate image analysis, MIA uses all of the information contained in the hyperspectral image. Unlabeled IR spectral data can be separated into different clusters based on their characteristics in an unsupervised way. Clustering, also called unsupervised classification of FTIR microscopic data, can be performed such that spectra within the same cluster are as similar as possible and spectra in different clusters are as dissimilar as possible where different types of cells may be separated within biological tissue. There are many clustering techniques that have been applied for hyperspectral images, such as hierarchical clustering, KM clustering, and FCM clustering, which increase the information content of FTIR imaging data dramatically [@bib18]. For detailed information about statistical classification, the interested reader is referred to the cited literature.

22.5. Ad- and Disadvantages of NIR and Imaging Spectroscopy {#s0070}
===========================================================

The ad- and disadvantages of NIR spectroscopy are summarized in the following.Advantages:•Noninvasive measurement (sample can be used for other purposes after the measurement)•Simultaneous determination of several parameters (the information is all packed within the spectrum)•Chemical and physical properties can be determined in parallel (e.g., ingredients and solvent composition)Disadvantages:•Calibration takes a long time, requiring the consultancy of a reference method•The lower limit of detection (LOD) can normally be found in the lower percentage range

The advantages and disadvantages of imaging spectroscopy are summarized in the following.Advantages:•Noninvasive measurement•Huge potential for spectral interpretation•SensitiveDisadvantages:•Time consuming (measurement takes several hours)•Complicated sample preparation before measurement

22.6. Quantitative Analysis of Secondary Metabolites {#s0075}
====================================================

In this chapter, we discuss the potential of NIR spectroscopy for the quantitative characterization of herbal medicine and its constituents, including secondary metabolites and leading compounds. The following section summarizes the potential of NIR spectroscopy for the classification of the origin of natural products and verification of authenticity.

22.6.1. Phenolic Compounds {#s0080}
--------------------------

NIR spectroscopy has been applied to determine the content of total polyphenols, catechins, and others [@bib22], [@bib23]. Furthermore, attempts to analyze the antioxidative [@bib24], antimicrobial [@bib25], antiviral [@bib26], anti-inflammatory, analgesic, antipyretic, and vasodilatory effects have been described [@bib27].

*Green tea*: The quantitative analysis of the epigallocatechin (EGC) gallate, epicatechin (EC), and trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC) in green tea (*Camelia sinensis* L.) leaves was described. As a reference for the control of the total phenolic content in green tea, Folin-Ciocalteu (FC) was used, resulting in an RMSECV of 0.75 g/g for a calibration range of 15.84--24.39 g/g [@bib28]. For the quantitation of total polyphenol content high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was applied. Chen and coworkers compared the three algorithms partial least square (PLS), interval PLS (iPLS), and synergy interval PLS (siPLS) to predict the total polyphenol content [@bib29]. The siPLS model performed best, with an RMSEP of 0.7327 (range: 15.84--24.39%) using five PLS factors. The same work group reported PLS calibrations to determine the contents of the main catechins. Using 75 samples, EGC (0.14%, range: 2.4--5.4%), EC (0.017%, range: 0.1--0.4%), epigallocatechingallate (EGCG) (0.38%, range: 7.7--14.1%), and epicatechingallate (ECG) (0.12%, range: 1.8--3.7%) were calibrated using 10--14 PLS factors. Luypaert et al. [@bib30] reported on a NIR spectroscopy method in combination with PLS algorithms to predict caffeine, EGCG, EC, and total antioxidant capacity. Zhang and coworkers [@bib31] predict the total antioxidant capacity in green tea using PCR regression with test set validation, with 100 samples in the calibration set and 23 in the validation set.

*Grape skins*: Phenolic compounds in grape skins and intact grapes during ripening were analyzed by Ferrer-Gellego et al. [@bib32]. Anthocyanins, phenolic acids, flavonols, flavanols, and total phenolic compounds were quantified with standard ratio of performance to deviations (RPDs) ranging from 4.4--13.6 applying partial least square (PLS) (sample set of 56). The same workgroup also worked on calibration models to determine flavanols in grape seeds [@bib33].

*Blueberries*: Total phenols, total flavonoids, total anthocyanins, and ascorbatein blueberries (*Vaccinium corymbosum*) were investigated using a system to determine total soluble solid (TSS), applying NIR and MIR spectroscopy comparing cross validation and test set validation, respectively [@bib34].

*Kava*: In the South Pacific, kava (*Piper methysticum*) has been traditionally used for thousands of years for relaxation without the loss of mental alertness. Kava has become a part of the herbal pharmacopoeia throughout the United States and Europe because of its anxiolytic properties [@bib35]. A PLS calibration model for kavalactones (desmethoxyangonin, dihydrokavain, yangonin, kavain, dihydromethysticin, methysticin and total kalvalactones) using a maximum of 7 PLS factors was developed by Gautz and coworkers [@bib35]. The SEPs were 0.20% (range: 0.08--2.35%) for desmethoxyangonin, 0.31% (range: 0.10--3.33%) for dihydrokavain, 0.47% (range: 0.08--3.02%) for yangonin, 0.21% (range: 0.11--3.02%) for kavain, 0.15% (range: 0.08--2.58%) for dihydromethysticin, 0.19% (range: 0.09--2.70%) for methysticin and 1.05% (range: 0.54--14.68%) for total kalvalactones.

*Honeybush*: Mangiferin and hesperidin in dried green honeybush (*Cyclopia genistoides*) were analyzed by Joubert et al. [@bib36]. PLS calibrations were calculated using 160 samples with four and six PLS factors, resulting in SEPs of 0.46% (range: 0.70--7.21%) for mangiferin and 0.38% (range: 0.64--4.80%) for hesperidin. RPDs were 1.96 (mangiferin) and 1.90 (hesperidin).

*Rooibos*: An NIR spectroscopy method in combination with PLS to predict total polyphenols, aspalathin, nothofagin, and dihydrochaclone in dried green rooibos (*Aspalathus linearis*) and aspalathin in water extracts was reported by Manley et al. [@bib37]. The addition of dried rooibos extract powder to some of the samples helped to increase the aspalathin and nothofagin content.

*Magnolia officinalis*: An NIR spectroscopy method for quantification of phenolic compounds in *M. officinalis* was reported by Yu and coworkers [@bib38]. PLS, mPLS, and PCR algorithms were compared, with mPLS performing best, with reaching correlation coefficients of 0.97 for the calibration and 0.95 for validation.

*Primula*: A method for controlling the flavonoid content in *Primulae veris flos* was developed by Huck et al. This herbal medicine is used as an expectorant related to its anti-inflammatory properties for the treatment of sinusitis. For the control of the *Primulae veris flos* content, the leading compound 3′,4′,5′-trimethoxyflavone was determined by reversed-phase liquid chromatography (RP-LC) as a reference method. The ethanol/water ratio was controlled simultaneously with the same system with a correlation coefficient of 0.99,530 for water (reference method: Karl-Fischer titration), and a coefficient of 0.99,701 for ethanol (reference method: GC). Validation and results of real samples showed that the robustness and reproducibility of the NIR spectroscopy model for the determination of the 3′,4′,5′-trimethoxyflavone, water, and ethanol content is high ([Figure 22.7](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bib39]. For the identification of *Primulae veris flos* and quantitation of the leading compound, NIR spectroscopy was applied as a detector in TLC [@bib39].Figure 22.7Quantitative analysis of 3′,4′,5′-trimethoxyflavone, water, and ethanol content in a liquid plant extract. SEE, standard error of estimation; SEP, standard error of prediction.

Schoenbichler et al. described a study using NIR and attenuated total-reflectance IR (ATR-IR) spectroscopy in hyphenation with PLSR to determine the antioxidant capacity of *Primulae flos cum calycibus* samples [@bib39]. FC, ferric ion reducing antioxidant power (FRAP), 2,2-diphenyl-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH), 2,2′-azino-bis-(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS), and cupric reducing antioxidant capacity (CUPRAC) assays were performed as reference methods. Different spectra pretreatments such as standard normal variate (SNV), first or second derivative were applied to remove scattering effects. The ability of the two spectroscopic techniques to replace the five assays was evaluated and compared. In general, NIR demonstrated advantages over ATR-IR spectroscopy, and had the best results for the ABTS assay (R^2^: 0.94, RPD~corr~: 4.66; test set validation). Also, ATR-IR spectroscopy revealed the best prediction power for the ABTS assay (R^2^: 0.94, RPD~corr~: 4.10; test set validation). The feasibility of vibrational spectroscopy as a fast and simple tool to replace wet chemistry assays for the measurement of the antioxidant capacity of *Primulae flos cum calycibus* samples was demonstrated [@bib39].

*St. John*\'*s wort*: St. John\'s wort extract is used for treatment of skin injuries, burns, neuralgia, for its bacteriostatic and bactericide activity, and as a treatment for mild to moderate depression. The pharmacological mechanism by which this extract works as an antidepressant is still not discovered. Both hypericin and hyperforin play an important role as standards in the phytopharmaceutical industry. For the investigation of St. John\'s Wort and its ingredients, different analytical procedures have been established, including IR imaging spectroscopy, UV spectroscopy, fluorescence microscopy, TLC, LC, LC coupled with mass spectrometry (LC-MS), and CE. Prior to spectroscopic analysis via NIR spectroscopy, a reference method based on LC, LC-MS, and CE was established [@bib40]. In the following, 320 spectra of 80 extracts were recorded in transflection mode using light fiber optics over a wavelength range from 4008 to 9996/cm with a resolution of 12/cm at 23 °C and an optical pathway of 1 mm. The most intensive band in the first derivative spectrum belonged to the vibration of the second overtone of the carbonyl group (5352/cm), followed by C--H stretch and C--H deformation vibration, the --OH vibration (4440/cm) and the --CH~2~ overtone (5742/cm). Five primary factors were necessary to reach the best calibration equation. The robustness of the established NIR spectroscopy model is high, which is demonstrated in the similarity of results for SEE and SEP: 0.52 and 0.50 μg m/L and 0.64 and 0.71 μg m/L for hypericin and hyperforin, respectively ([Table 22.1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} ).Table 22.1Summarized Quality Parameters of the Performed PLSR Calibrations for the Determination of St. John\'s Wort Ingredients by NIR Compared to MIR-ATR Spectroscopy \[61\]PretreatmentsMIR-ATRNIRHyperforinHypericinRutosideHyperosideHypertorinHypericinRutosideHyperosideSEP \[%\]SEP \[%\]SEP \[%\]SEP \[%\]SEP \[%\]SEP \[%\]SEP \[%\]SEP \[%\]PCsPCsPCsPCsPCsPCsPCsPCsr^2^(val.)r^2^(val.)r^2^(val.)r^2^(val.)r^2^(val.)r^2^(val.)r^2^(val.)r^2^(val.)RPDRPDRPDRPDRPDRPDRPDRPDNormalization1.290.006551.580.2491.410.004180.9760.141653557460.9140.6790.610.7570.8950.70.8560.9122.751.581.571.962.522.472.543.46SNV1.240.006241.540.2531.40.00350.9350.133763465490.9230.670.6310.7490.8930.820.8630.9012.871.661.611.932.542.952.663.67MSG1.250.006291.5580.2521.530.003430.9760.186763445460.9210.6670.6240.7510.8560.80.8510.8292.841.641.591.942.323.012.542.621st derivative1.120.007941.460.1731.390.003281.550.145763536340.9210.4540.7290.860.8740.8810.6750.9153.171.301.702.822.563.151.603.372nd derivative1.270.006951.290.1691.510.005651.370.139637366750.910.6920.7710.8870.870.7540.7060.9262.801.491.922.892.351.831.813.513rd derivative1.500.006781.340.2111.430.005061.380.115346354650.8610.7020.7290.810.8980.7880.7030.9472.371.521.852.312.492.041.804.25Norm. + 1st der.1.300.007641.350.171.360.004021.470.164453544330.9150.6840.7790.8460.8790.8270.7110.8952.731.351.842.872.612.571.692.98SNV + 1st der.1.190.007621.351.511.500.00411.330.186553474740.9170.6760.7790.8660.8570.7630.7180.8652.991.361.840.322.372.521.872.62MSG + 1st der.1.190.007541.360.151.510.004111.320.185553474640.9170.6780.7770.8660.8560.7570.7240.8672.991.371.833.252.352.511.882.64Norm. + 2nd der.1.360.006891.020.171.450.007651.330.168646442630.9210.7080.9250.8790.8650.5280.7180.8982.611.502.432.872.451.351.872.91SNV + 2nd der.1.360.006920.9790.1591.580.003091.250.177646466730.9150.7070.8590.8940.870.8950.7510.8952.611.492.543.072.253.351.992.76MSG + 2nd der.1.350.006890.9830.1581.590.002991.250.18646466730.9150.710.8580.8950.8680.9010.7530.8922.631.502.533.092.243.461.992.71Norm. + 3rd der.1.240.006021.160.1571.460.005941.370.202756452520.9090.7530.8160.8850.9010.6230.6980.8822.871.722.143.112.431.741.812.42SNV + 3rd der.1.210.005891.130.1531.4450.004111.330.122756456640.9090.7630.8150.8920.9020.8130.7220.9472.941.752.203.192.462.511.874.00MSG + 3rd der.1.210.005851.140.1511.450.004111.330.12756456640.9090.7640.8150.8950.9020.8130.720.9482.941.772.183.232.452.511.874.07[^1]

*Rice grain*: Total phenolic and flavonoid contents as well as antioxidant capacity of rice grain was discussed by Zhang et al. applying NIR spectroscopy in combination with multivariate data analysis [@bib41]. The PLS and mPLS algorithms were compared, delivering similar low SEP and correlation coefficients above 0.84 for total phenolics and antioxidant capacity.

*Honghua oil:* Wu and coworkers [@bib42] reported about MIR and NIR spectroscopic methods for quantitative analysis of the three marker components, α-pinene, methyl salicylate, and eugenol, to assess the quality of honghua oil, a traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) oil preparation, consisting of several plant essential oils.

*Bamboo leaves*: Flavonoids and phenolic acids in extracts of bamboo leaves were found by Lu et al. [@bib43]. NIR spectroscopy was combined with PLS and least-squares support vector machine (SVM) to establish the corresponding models.

*Snow lotus*: Chen and coworkers [@bib44] applied NIR spectroscopy to measure the total flavone content in snow lotus (*Saussurea involucrata*) using iPLS with genetic algorithm (iPLS-GA).

*Alfalfa:* Gonzalez-Martin [@bib45] applied NIR spectroscopy to determine tocopherols in alfalfa. Using mPLS calibration models for 60 fresh and dehydrated samples, SECVs of 0.37 mg/100 g for α-tocopherol (range: 0.55--5.16) and 0.027 for (β + γ)-tocopherol (range: 0.07--0.48) were achieved.

*Radix puerariae*: Lau et al. [@bib46] determined the puerarin, daidzin, and total flavonoids in *R. puerariae* by calculating PLS regression models. Correlation coefficients in the range 0.939--0.970 were reached using a maximum of five PLS factors.

*Ginkgo biloba:* Zhou and coworkers [@bib47] reported about NIR spectroscopy in combination with iPLS to determine quercetin in extracts of *G. biloba*.

*Cannabis*: An NIR spectroscopy method to discriminate between tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)-rich and hemp forms of cannabis was reported by Wilson et al. [@bib48].

*Scutellariae radix*: This plant, also known as huang-qin, is of high pharmacological interest due to the contained flavonoids. About 30 flavonoids were identified and quantified in *Radix scutellariae*, using different analytical techniques such as CE [@bib49], gas chromatography, TLC, ion-pair HPLC, HPLC with UV spectroscopy, high-speed counter-current chromatography (HSCCC), HPLC, and HPLC coupled with MS [@bib50]. The main flavonoids contained in the plant are: wogonin and baicalin; the latter was found in higher amount. Various scientific publications investigated several pharmacological effects of baicalin and its aglycone baicalin as an antitumor agent [@bib51] that can inhibit cancer cell growth or induce apoptosis in breast, prostatic cell lines, and act as anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and free radical scavenger, as well as an antiviral (HIV), anti-SARS coronavirus agent [@bib52]. Huang and coworkers [@bib53] determined baicalin and total flavonoids in Radix scutellariae measuring 61 samples in DR mode with baicalin contents ranging from 12.24% to 21.34% and total flavonoid contents ranging from 16.08% to 26.52%. PLS calibration showed correlation coefficients of 0.902 for baicalin and 0.952 for total flavonoids.

22.6.2. Glycoside Compounds {#s0085}
---------------------------

*Buckwheat*: Tartary buckwheat (*Fagopyrum tartaricum*) was analyzed by Yang and coworkers [@bib54]. They established PLS regression models to quantify the rutin and D-chiro-inositol (DCI) content.

*Verbena officinalis*: ATR-IR and NIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (NIR) in hyphenation with multivariate analysis was used to quantify verbenalin and verbascoside in *V. officinalis* by Schoenbichler et al. [@bib55]. A new HPLC method as a reference was established and validated, being highly suitable as a reference method for calibrating the IR models. For both, vibrational spectroscopic methods test set and cross validation were performed. Different data pretreatments like SNV, first and second derivative were applied to remove systematic errors and were evaluated. Quality parameters obtained for the test set validation revealed that ATR-IR (verbenalin: R^2^  = 0.94, RPD = 4.23; verbascoside: R^2^  = 0.93, RPD = 3.63) has advantages over NIR (verbenalin: R^2^  = 0.91, RPD = 3.75; verbascoside: R^2^  = 0.80, RPD = 2.35) in the given application.

22.6.3. Ginsenosides {#s0090}
--------------------

Yap et al. performed simultaneous quantification of ginsenosides Rb1, Rb2, Rc, Re, Rd, Rg1, Ro *m*-Rb1- *m*-Rb2, *m*-Rd, and *m*-Rc in American ginseng. Among the calibration equations for the 11 individual ginsenosides, those of RB1, Re, and *m*-Rb1 showed the lowest relative standard deviation using HPLC as a reference method [@bib56].

### 22.6.3.1. Glucosinolates {#s0095}

*Indian mustard:* 2700 winter Indian mustard seeds were analyzed using MPLS as regression method with reported SEP values of 15.65 for glucosinolates [@bib57].

*Brassica:* The determination of glucosinolates in *Brassica* species [@bib22], including *Brassica napus* L. [@bib58], *pabularia*, *oleracea,* and *juncea* was reported.

### 22.6.3.2. Essential Oils {#s0100}

*Honghua oil*: Honghua oil, a TCM oil preparation, is a mixture of several plant essential oils. Gas chromatographic (GC) investigation of 48 commercially available oils was carried out to establish PLS calibrations for the three marker components α-pinene, methyl salicylate, and eugenol with SEP values of 1.55, 0.957, and 0.389%, respectively [@bib42].

22.7. Qualitative Analysis: Classification, Discrimination and/or Authentication {#s0105}
================================================================================

NIR spectroscopy shows great potential to use the generated fingerprint spectrum for classification, discrimination, and/or authentication queries [@bib59]. Furthermore, it shows high potential for classifying the origin of natural products and detecting adulteration.

*Tea plant*: 293 samples from field experiments were analyzed by Xiaoli and Yong [@bib60] and in the following wavelet transformation (WT), PCA and ANN were used to classify the tea samples. The ANN models developed gave good classification accuracy up to 77.3% for the varieties analyzed.

For the fast analytical judgment of green, black, and oolong tea, the combination of NIR spectroscopy with SVM was reported [@bib29]. In this attempt, spectral features of each category can be used to differentiate in the NIR region the three tea varieties. The best classification rates were up to 90, 100, and 93.33%, using the calibration set and 90, 100, and 95% using the validation set, respectively.

*St. John\'s wort*: Huck-Pezzei et al. [@bib61] established a procedure to discriminate between pharmaceutical formulations containing either *Hypericum perforatum* or *Hypericum hirsutum* originating from China.

*Scutellariae radix*: The suitability of NIR to distinguish between 27 cultivated and 22 wild samples collected from nine different regions in China was investigated. Spectral differences between wild and cultivated plants were enhanced after second derivative preprocessing. The most intense band in each spectrum could be assigned to the second overtone of the carbonyl group (5352/cm), followed by the CH stretch and CH deformation vibration (7212/cm), the OH vibration (4440/cm), the CH~2~ (5742/cm), and the CH~3~ overtone (5808/cm). Furthermore, PCA was used to develop a cluster model for qualitative analysis of wild and cultivated Radix scutellariae (not shown). The total variance explained by the first principal component was 81%. In this study, the best results were obtained when models were based on the 4200--7716/cm spectral region. Second derivative is obviously superior to other pretreatments.

*Tanreqing*: Tanreqing injection is a widely used patent drug in China. It is made from five kinds of TCM extracts, namely: Radix Scutellariae, *Forsythia suspense*, *Flos lonicerae*, bear gall powder, and *Cornu gorais*. It was used chiefly in treating infection of the upper respiratory tract and serious influenza, and also has satisfactory efficacy in treating severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and A/H1N1 flu. In its manufacturing process, several kinds of intermediates need to be analyzed to ensure that the operation runs steadily. A qualitative model to monitor the quality of produced batches according to process analytical technology (PAT) guidelines recommended by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) was established by Wenlong et al. [@bib62].

*Saffron*: An NIR spectroscopy method to determine the chemical composition and geographical origin of 111 samples from the main producing countries, Iran, Greece, and Spain was reported by Zalacain [@bib63]. Compared to UV-VIS and HPLC as reference methods, NIR spectroscopy was found to be superior, following the ISO 3632 Technical Specification Normative.

22.8. IR Imaging Spectroscopy Studies {#s0110}
=====================================

The goals of plant IR spectroscopic imaging are to determine the severity of plant diseases, detect defects and contaminations, and determine the distribution of certain chemical components such as cellulose, hemicelluloses, lignin, lipids, proteins, and DNA [@bib64]. An approach to understanding the function and the biochemical composition of plant tissue is one aim of imaging studies. IR spectroscopic imaging and mapping technologies have proven to be powerful options for generating new information on plant tissue compositions and alterations. The use of FTIR imaging to evaluate differences in the chemical composition of the *Urtica dioica* root tissue was described by Pallua et al. [@bib64]. Tissue specimens were cut on a microtome at 5-μm thickness and mounted onto CaF~2~-slides. FTIR microscopic measurements were performed on an FTIR microscope equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT 16-element linear array detector at atmospheric conditions. The samples were measured in MIR transmission mode with a nominal lateral resolution of 25 × 25 μm per pixel for each spot. Absorbance spectra were recorded in the range from 4.000/cm to 750/cm with a spectral resolution of 4/cm with two co-added scans at 1.0 cm/s step size. After measurement, the samples were analyzed by spectra, univariate, and cluster analyses. The analyses were performed using Spectrum software (PerkinElmer, England), Spectrum IMAGE software (PerkinElmer, England) and CytoSpec software package ([http://www.cytospec.com](http://www.cytospec.com/){#interref1}, Germany). For the interpretation and calibration of the system, the FTIR-images were correlated with the histomorphological information. With this method, it was shown that it is possible to image different types of ingredients in the root applying a resolution of 25 × 25 μm.

Results presented in [Figure 22.8](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} clearly illustrate the capability of spectroscopic imaging to accurately reproduce tissue histology of *U. dioica* root tissue. The optical image shows different tissue types: plerom tissue, periblem tissue, and rhizoderm tissue. The chemical map of the absorption at 1662--1645/cm, which is commonly attributed to amid-I proteins, represents a homogeneous distribution in all tissue types. This FTIR imaging result clearly demonstrated a very high absorption of this band in the periblem and rhizodermis region, and indicates that these tissue types produce a high amount of amid-II proteins. A chemical map was generated by integrating the area under the band absorption at 1138--988/cm, which is commonly attributed to carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and phospholipids. The chemical map of the absorption at 1160--1140/cm correlated well with the morphology of the plerom region, and indicates that this tissue type produces a high amount of the mentioned ingredients. These observations led to the fact that the plerom tissue produces a high amount of carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and phospholipids compared to periblem or rhizoderm tissue. However, this form of processing cannot do specific correlations with morphological and histological features. Therefore, different cluster analyses are performed to fully characterize the range of spectral variations through the tissue section. Therefore, FCM and KM clustering are the most appropriate methods of choice.Figure 22.8IR imaging results of *Urtica dioica* samples. IR, infrared.

22.9. Regulatory Issues {#s0115}
=======================

In 2012, the European Medicine Agency published guidelines on the use of NIR spectroscopy by the pharmaceutical industry and the data requirements for new submissions and variations (EMEA/CHMP/CVMP/QWP/17,760/2009 Rev2; <http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Scientific_guideline/2012/02/WC500122769.pdf>). This guideline describes the regulatory requirements for marketing authorization applications and variation applications submitted for medicinal products for human or veterinary use, which include the use of NIR spectroscopy. NIR spectroscopy is described in the European Pharmacopoeia; however, a single reference to the Ph.Eur. general chapter on NIR spectroscopy (Ph.Eur. 2.2.40) as a sole description for the NIR spectroscopic procedure is insufficient to support the use of such a procedure in marketing authorization applications or variation submissions.

This guideline outlines the requirements for applications in which NIR spectroscopy is used for qualitative and quantitative analysis or where it is used as a PAT for monitoring and controlling drug substance synthesis and finished product manufacturing processes.
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[^1]: SEP, standard error of prediction; SNV standard normal variate; NIR, near-infrared; MIR, mid-infrared; ATR, attenuated total reflection.
